(1921)
TOSTI'S "GOOD-BYE" MELODY

Piano  
Flute  
Oboe  
1st Clarinet in A  
2nd Clarinet in A  
E-flat Alto Saxophone  
B-flat Tenor Saxophone  
Bassoon  
Corns in A  
Horns in F  
Trombone  
1st Violin  
2nd Violin  
Viola  
Cello  
Bass  
Drums

Notes
1st Violin contains the lyrics under the melody line.  
All other parts have lyrics written as a text block at the bottom of the parts.  
1st Violin has some doublestops indicated for the G string.  
Upper strings are divisi.  
Drums includes Bells, Wood Block, and Gong.

Lyrics
    Play that strain, that sad refrain,  
    It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;  
    I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.  
    Such soulful harmony appeals to me;  
    It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,  
    Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

PIANO

FOX-TROT

By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Allegretto

CHORUS:— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
   It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
   I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
   Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
   It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
   Tosti's "Good-bye," melody.
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CHORUS:—Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.
CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's “Good-Bye” Melody

1st CLARINET in A  FOX-TROT  By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Allegretto

CHORUS:— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
   It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
   I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
   Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
   It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
   Tosti's “Good-bye” melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

2d CLARINET in A

FOX-TROT

By Cal De Voll and
F. Henri Klickmann

Allegretto

CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain,

It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's “Good-Bye” Melody

Eb ALTO SAXOPHONE  FOX-TROT  By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Allegretto

(Melody 1st time)

p – f

(Obbligato 2d time)

cresc.

TRIO Cor.

Solo

D.S. al Fine

CHORUS: – Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti’s “Good-bye” melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

B♭ TENOR SAXOPHONE FOX-TROT By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Allegretto

(Obbligato 1st time)

(Melody 2d time)

Bass

TRIO

Trom.

mf Trom.

Fine

D.S. al Fine

CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.
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Tosti’s “Good-Bye” Melody

BASSOON

Fox-Trot

By Cal De Vill and
F. Henri Klickmann

Allegretto

TRIO

Bass

Fine

D. S. al Fine

CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the ’cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti’s “Good-bye” melody.
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Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody
CORNETS in A FOX-TROT
By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLiCKMANN

Allegretto

TRIO
Solo
mf marc.

Solo Trom.

Solo

CHORUS:— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.
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Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

HORNS in F

Allegretto

FOX-TROT

By CAL DEVOLL and
F. HENRI KLICKMANN

2d time.

CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain.
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello:
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

TROMBONE
Allegretto

FOX-TROT

By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

2d time

(In small orchestra use Cello part 1st time)

ad lib.

(Melody ad lib.)

Bass

cresc.

ad lib.

Bass

TRIO
Solo

Solo

Solo

Fine

CHORUS.— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.
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1st VIOLIN

Sul G.

>  

harm - o - ny

appeals to

>  

Bass

me; It ev - er taunts me,

that music haunts me,

>  

Tos - ti's "Good-bye" mel-o - dy.

Fine

TRIO

mf Brass

Brass

Sax.or Cl.

Cor's.

D.S. al Fine
CHORUS: — Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
CHORUS:—Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti’s “Good-Bye” Melody

CELLO

Allegretto

FOX-TROT

By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI Klickmann

(Obbligato 1st time)

(Melody 2d time)

Bass

TRIO

Trom.

m.f. Trom.

Fine

Sax. or Cl.

D. S. al Fine

CHORUS:— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the ’cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti’s “Good-bye” melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

BASS

Allegretto

FOX-TROT

By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

TRIO

mf

CHORUS:— Play that strain, that sad refrain,
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago
Tosti's "Good-Bye" Melody

DRUMS

Fox-Trot

Allegretto

By CAL DE VOLL and F. HENRI KLICKMANN

Bells, 1st time, (Tremolo ad lib.)

Drs 2d time

(ad lib.)

Wood Block

TRIO

Gong

Chorus: — Play that strain, that sad refrain.
It sounds so mellow played on the 'cello;
I love each note that the great Tosti wrote.
Such soulful harmony appeals to me;
It ever taunts me, that music haunts me,
Tosti's "Good-bye" melody.

McKinley Music Co., Chicago